
We are pleased to present our newly built and refurbished center courtyard! We hope you 
like spending time out here as much as we do. It’s a perfect place for us to hold our monthly 
barbecues, frequent coffee breaks and for you to enjoy the flowers and surroundings with 
residents. This part of our building is also a secure area so you may need to ask a staff 
member to help you open the door to get into the space. Enjoy! 
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Thank you to everyone who came 
out and supported our May Day 
Cake Walk! $4,554.95 was raised to 
purchase a towel warmer for the 
East Wing. 

 

Activity Calendars are posted 
in each resident room, at  the 
white boards on the East and 
West Wings, on the bulletin 
board outside the Activity Of-
fice or you can pick up your 
own copy outside of the Activity 
Office. A link to the calendar 
and newsletter is also on our 
website. Please remember that 
activities are subject to change. 
If there are changes, they will 
be made to the calendars post-
ed by the white boards. Feel 
free to talk to the Activity Staff if 
you have any questions! 



August Events 

August 3 August Birthday Party 

August 10 Ice Cream Floats 

August 14  BBQ, East Wing 

August 16 BBQ, West Wing 

August 17  BBQ, Pineview 

August 27-31    Log Cabin Dinners 

  

Summer solstice arrived in the northern hemisphere on June 21st…the first day of summer and the 

longest amount of daylight. I welcome it. The sun and its transformation impacts all life and we are 

immersed in its eternal light. Last evening, as I was mowing the grass, I noticed the setting sun in 

the northwest horizon. Slowly, as it appears to us, the sun begins the journey southward…be it ev-

er so slightly each day. For thousands of years our ancestors kept close track of the day and night 

skies. They observed the variations in both rising and setting sun. The waning and waxing of the 

moon determined when to plant and seed or when to wait. I recall my mom talking about times 

that are best to plant. I remember her observing the stars, the moon and planets in awe, wonder 

and mystery. Today our so called “modern scientific society” has distanced itself from watching the 

skies as closely as our predecessors. Sometimes we rely on “The Weather Network” to keep us 

abreast regarding the weather forecast….sometimes. 

Now that summer has officially arrived, and there is no forecast of frost and snow, I would like to 

invite you to come and enjoy our newly reconstructed courtyard located in the center of MNH. The 

gazebo along with several new tables and chairs make it a wonderful place to relax and visit with 

family. Check it out and celebrate the beauty of summer in our courtyard! 

As we take note of the new season may we also find creative ways to worship the One who makes 

all of this possible. The Creator who designed the rhythm of our four distinct seasons says in Jere-

miah, “I love you with an everlasting love”. The One who sustains all forms of life loves us eternal-

ly. God knows everything about us. All the good things we do. All the bad things we do. Even then 

our “All Knowing Heavenly Father” says to us “I love you as you are”. This truly is amazing grace! 

Whether in the season of winter or in the season of summer…in our days of great joy or in days of 

doubt and darkness…we are loved by the Divine. I strongly believe this is the message that our 

MNH community longs to hear each and every day. As we are loved by God may we in turn mirror 

that love to others. Jesus is the light. May we all find ways to reflect that light along our earthly 

journey. 

Log Cabin Dinners 

Having lunch out at the Log Cabin is a treat that most of the residents 

really enjoy. In July we serve homemade soup, fresh bread, watermelon 

and roll kuchen. In August we serve fresh potatoes, homegrown 

tomatoes, corn on the cob, hamburgers and sausage with a good 

helping of cream gravy. There is just something about the smell, taste 

and atmosphere that stimulates appetites and no one leaves hungry.  

  A Word From Our Chaplain—Amos Fehr 

The Nursing Home is situ-

ated on a beautiful piece 

of property. We are 

thankful for the summer 

students who are doing a 

great job at keeping the 

grounds looking good.  


